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Dorothy Ann Branham. Cognitive Style Mapping as a Predictor of Student 
Success in a Radiologic Technology Program. (Under the direction of 
Ken Buhmeyer.) 
Utilization of cognitive styles in the educational process 
as a fundamental, useful, and effective tool has been implemented 
in many institutions, including Spartanburg Technical College. A 
research study was completed utilizing the Cognitive Style Map in an 
attempt to develop a cognitive profile of the successful Radiologic 
Technology·student. An attempt was also made to predict the success 
of Radiologic Technology students by using the profile \'/hich \·/as cevel-
oped.. A null hypothesis and an alternate hypothesis was proposed 
based on the scores of the twenty-eight symbols on the inventory. 
The scores on each symbol were statisticaP ( ly analyzed according tc a 
frequency distribution, Pearson's Correlation Coefficient at the .05 
level of significance, and t-tests also at the .05 level of significance. 
Based on the results of the statistical tests the null hypothesis 
was accepted. No cognitive profile could be developed because of the 
simi iat"ity of the cognitive maps studied. Two symbols) ho\'/ever~ 
ethics and the capacity to judge social distance, did positively c'Jrre-
late with the successful students. These symbols can be of value to 
the student and the educator. Future research may 1 ead to the de';e 1-
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I • INTRODUCTION 
Effcrts to improve the quality of education are not new ventures, 
but have been described in various histories of education which date 
back to the time of Confuci us. Change and improveme-nt has taken pl ace 
ever since. With the impact of science and technology, search for 
improvement has been accelerated in the twentieth centuryc Teachers 
and students~ alike have witnessed the testing movement; the counseling 
movement; the curriculum reform movement and the team-teaching movement. 
The individualized instruction movement is a more recent attempt to 
impt"ove the quality of education. K. Patricia Cross labeled the 1970 t s 
as the decade of the lIinstructional revolution tf and has declared that 
the signs of the revo 1 uti on are "pro·t i fer'ating 1 ike mush)"ooms after a 
sprir~g ra'in ... 1 These efforts and others have experienced some degree of 
success as well as frustration often leading to the non-acceptance of 
many fine ideas. The failure in the fie"ld of education to have an 
oVerall conceptual framework may have been the ca.use for these 
frustrations. 
2 
In 1964 Joseph E. Hill introduced the Educational Sciences as a 
basic conceptual framelt/ork and scientific language for the applied field 
of educat'ion that approaches the level of precision found in such deriv-
ative f'ields as lav/, engineering, pharmacy, nursing and medicine. Artic-
ulation of problems and phenomena now have become possible in terms of 
the IIsciences tI ~ and as a resul t, inadequate communi cat"i on and resul tant 
misinterpretation and fragmentation in the field of education are being 
allev'iated. Hill made four assumptions in the process of· creating and 
developing these sciences. These assumptions are essential to the 
conceptual framework for education. ,They ar-e as fol1ows: 3 
1. Education is the process of searching for meaning. 
2. Thought is different from language. 
3. Man is a social creature with a unique capacity for 
deriving meaning from his environment and personal 
experiences through the creation and use of symbols. 
4. Not content with biological statistics along, man 
continually seeks meaning. 
The seven "sciences" introduced by Hill were: 
1. symbols and their meanings, 
2. cultural determinants of the meaning of symbols, 
3. modalities of inference! 
4. biochemical and electrophysiological aspects of 
memory, 
5. cognitive styles of individuals, 
6. teaching styles, administrative styles and counseling 
styles, 
7. systemic analysis and decision making. 
In an effort to break the lock-step of traditional education, 
Dr. Hi'll) President of Oakland Community College and Dr. Derek N. 
Nunney, Vice-President~ created and introduced the Personalized Educa-
tion Program utilizing the Educational Science of Cognitive Style. An 
individual's educational cognitive sty·'e is a description of the way 
he or she seeks meaning from the formal ized sty'uctures of knowledge. 
The cognitive style of an individual encompasses numerous elements 
whi-ch have been used as the basic structures of the first five Educa-
2 
tional Sciences. Hill and Nunney's concept a~(lowed a greater persona1-
ization of instruction leading to successful achievement by students 
at all levels of educational development. 
On the basis of numer-ous research studies, the determination and 
utilization of cognitive styles in the educational pr~ocess as a funda-
",' 
mental~ useful, and effective tool has been implemented in many insti-
4 . 
tutions, including Spartanburg Technical College. Mapping students' 
educational cognitive styles presents the instructors v/ith pictures 
of the variety of profiles the students use in pursuit of an education. 
This mapping process enables the instructors to identify specific 
strengths which can be used to develop educational prescriptions. 
In an instr'uctional setting, a cognitive style map can be as val-
liable a tool to a Radiologic Technology instructor as a patient's xc .. ray 
is to the wedical doctor. The cognitive style map gives a picture of 
the "lay a student derives meaning from his environment and person:.l 
experience: It indicates how the student takes notice of his total 
sur'roundings, ho\~ he searches for meaning arid hovi he contrasts or 
relates information~ Through a careful analysis of this tool the 
studentls strengths are emphasized and weaknesses are acknowledged, 
3 
allowing a prescription of one or more alternative methods of ins~ruction. 
Each individual has his own cognitive style of learning. 
According to several authorities different occupations or C2 r eers 
also have different cognitive styles. 5 Many individuals in educc~ional 
programs select a certain occupational area but become disinterested, 
discouraged, and eventually withdraw from the program because the; find 
that it is not rea11y what they had expected. Is it possible to ~redict 
the success of a Radiologic Technology student by comparing his cognitive 
style with the prescribed cognitive style for this occupation? 
\\las the prirnay~y question of this study. 
4 
S.tatement of the Problem 
Similar to most educational institutions in this era, the Radio-
logic Technology program at Spartanburg Technical College, in South 
Carolina, has had to deal with high attrition rates during the last few 
years. Historically, Allied Health programs have a thirty to fifty 
percent attrition rate. In reviewing the list of Radiologic Technology 
students in the last three years who failed to complete the b/enty-
four rnonth course of 5 tudy, the majori ty of dropouts occurred the 
f'irst year, particularly during the first two quarters. A variety of 
reasons \t/ere given by these 'students for not contin.uing in the program. 
During the first quar~er particularly, the main reason appears to be a 
lack of interest because the profession just was not what the student 
had expected. Another reason for dropping out is the lack of \tJilling-
ness to commit themsel yes to the busy- sch~dule \'/;th which the students 
must cope. Other students 'were not able to deal with the close patient 
and physician relationships that the profession demands. A fourth 
reason dealt with family and marital problems. Academic failures are 
also included in the reasons for not completing the course. 
NevI ideas to reduce the attrition rate in all divisions at 
Spartanburg Technical College are continually being reviewed. Several 
years ago Hillis concept of cognitive style mapping of students vias 
imp'lemented to aid instructors in determining their students' meth:;ds 
OJ: 1~.:::. v'" n -1' n (i I .. '- ,.." I ... -- ... 1 • Since the implementat-ion of this personalized instruction, 
the Radiologic Technology Department's attrition has not changed signif-
icantly, although the process has indicated to the instructors the need 
for a var-iety of instructional modes .. 
ether special efforts have been made in the Radiologic Technology 
program to help reduce the number of dropouts. Careful screening of 
the applicants, applicant orientation to the hospital environment, and 
the development of a five member admissions committee are parts of the 
process utilized each year in accepting students into the program. 
5 
According to the literature, the results of a student's cognitive 
style map can be the basis for guiding the student toward an occupational 
area whose prescribed map closely matches the student's own cognitive 
style. If an effective prescribed map for the Radiologi.c Technology 
profession could be constructed and applicants could be mapped prior 
to acceptance into the program, perceived dropouts could be counseled 
before they corrunit themselves to the program. If the students were 
aware that another program was more suitable for them, they might 
reevaluate their reasons for choosing a particular course of study. 
In addition, if the student still desired to tackle the original 
program, he could be forewarned through special counseling of his weak-
nesses with the intent to augment his style. Through interaction with 
the instructor the student may overcome these weaknesses, thus increas"ing 
the likelihood of program completion. 
Si9nificance 9f ~he Problem 
The ·Radiologic Technology program is not the only program at 
Spartanburg Technical College or in the State affected by high attriti,on 
rates. This topic is routinely discussed at state professional meetings 
and seminars by the other nine Radiologic Technology schools. Other 
allied health programs also find that they have a number of students 
who are unable to complete their course of ~Jork because of similar 
problems. Possible methods to reduce this problem should be continually 
6 
examined" 
High attrition rates are not only a reflection of the educat~:nal 
institution, but on the student and profession as well. The instr-Jctors 
must account for their numbers of dropouts to both their inst;tut~:n 
and their accrediting agencies. They must look at themselves to ceter-
mine if their mode of instruction ;s ac~quate for their students. The 
profession ;s also affected by large numbers of dropouts. There is 
presently a demand in the job market for all types of health caree~ 
. 
professionals. The impact of dropouts is particularly hard on the 
students. The person who is unable to meet his original goal may :eel 
inadequate psychologically after dropping out. He or she must no'." det2:-
mine another direction, whether it be in education or in the work forcE. 
Often the students remaining in their chosen profession are affec:2d b~,-' 
thejr peers· failure to remain in the program. This can have a dr:Jres-
5 i ng e'tfect upon a 11 5 tudents. 
A method to reduce this early attrition may not only help the 
Radiologic Technology Program at Spartanburg Technical College, b".J: 
other institutions, as well. The determination and utilization 0: 
Cognitive Style Mapping may be one of the answers to the high drc:;ut 
rate in the Radiologic Technology profession. Cognitive Style r"a:J;ng 
may be helpful in dealing with the problem of getting to know the 
students prior to acceptance into a program. 
7 
Review. of R~ ated Literature 
College educators possess a great deal of information about their 
students, including high school and college grades, scores on standard-
ized achievement tests, aptitude test data, and vocationa1 preference 
inventories. Most of this information is of a cognitive nature and, 
because it accounts for much of the variance in learner achievement. 
is ver~y valuable. Recent studies, however, show that noncognitive or 
affective factors (those governing the feelings of a person) also 
account for· differences in learner achievement. 6 S ' . -- .. - • f ucn aT7eC~1ve 1n or-
mation includes anxiety and locus of control -(i.e. external - outside 
authority, or internal - one's self). Some researchers :e1ie'le that 
affective information will eventually be shown to accoun: for the ~ajor 
portion of the total variance in learner achievernent. 
Traditional education can be characterized as individ~alizej for 
the teacher but not the student. The students are expec~ed to adjJst 
their learning pace and abilities to whatever their ~arti:ular tea:her 
can do or chooses to do. Benjamin Bloom, however, i~ his Lear-nine 
for_ Hastery text says: 
IIMost students (perhaps more than ninety percent) can 
master what we have to teach, and it is the task of 
instruction to find the me~ns which will ~nable.o:;r7 
students to master the subJect under conslderatlC:1." 
x 
It may be that most attempts to design and deliver instruction for 
mastery fail because noncognitive factors receive little o"r no at~2()tion 
in planning college instruction. 
For colleges to be efficient and successful ~ stu~e~ts shou~~ 
succeed. Many institutions are now searching for w~ys tJ he~p st~~~nts 
learn more in less time, achieve academic success, and 
for future aspirations. According to Lee, community colleges are full 
of promise and offer to more Americans, in more areas and of rr~re ages 
than any other segment of higher education, an opportunity to start an 
academic career» to increase occupational skills, to enrich the quality 
of their lives, and generally to multiply their educational options. 8 
COlrmunity college students tend to be different from their 
counterparts at four-year institutions. On the average they are older 
and \'Jere in non-col1ege-bound tracks in high school. t1any are training 
for spf)cif;c careers, others are part-time students holding full-tirre 
jobs. Once these students have made the decision to return to scrool, 
8 
what awaits them? How much is known about the basic skills necess~ry 
for survival? How much is known about the diversity of the studerts and 
how that diversity affects their chances for success? Smith and Standal 
believe that, unfortunately~ not much is known about any of these 
variahles. 9 
It is reported by Hedsker and Tillery that approximately one-third 
of the students entering college find themselves in limbo and soon on 
their ·~"'ay out of collegec This occurs because they are placed in programs 
they cannot handle; they are turned off by instruction that is irr-ele-
vant to their interests, and some are overwhelmed by financial pressure~ 10 
In the opinion of Gilliland, many people make career choices based 
on shaky evidence due to the lack of an adequate career planning ~ro-
gram. H(; feels that the dissatisfaction expressed is probably due to 
h . 11 poor career C Olces. 
As expressed by r·1ood, more attenti on shaul d be gi ven to caree'(' 
planning. Career planning should do more than provide infor~atic~ about 
Cdl"'eers.. Each student should be counseled individually to assure :hat 
his choice will match his personality, his abilities, and his neees.'2 
According to Lee there are three basic problems faced by stu~ents 
entering col1ege: 13 
ld Most students experiencing difficulty in college have in 
common a poor self-image, or at least an inaccurate 
self-concept; 
2. Students not only learn at different rates, but also in" 
di-fferent ~/ays; 
3. A large percentage of the enrolling freshman are undecid:d s 
confused, and frustrated about the occupation they plan to 
follow . . 
Henderson outlines two phases to the st~dent problems in h;9~er 
educati on "'hi ch rei nforces what others have found. One phase i nvo 1 '1es 
defining the career for which the student should prepare, and the other 
phase 'incl udp.s the student preparing himsel f for other aspects of his 
9 
life including his use of leisure time~"-his family life, his 'flork 'hithin 
his cor~nunity, and his respens1bility as a member of organized society.14 
Burns feels that serious attention should be focused on the reeds 
of the individual student. Student goals and aspirations~ his cu~tura1 
and educatic,nal backgr'ound, and his intere~ ts and learning style shaul c 
b · t · 1 t t t .15 : e glven par leu ar a en 10n. 
As colleges attempt to build programs for students based on their 
needs~ Brunerls philosophy is that the institution will have a better 
chance of surviving if all students are assisted in achieving the~r 
optimum intellectual level. 16 
Correlational studies at Longview Community College and the 
University of Misso~ri-Columbia indicate that there are at least ~~ve 
learning sty~les r'e"fated to college achievement. Students' aff-ili=:;on 
with teachers, organizational structure, independence~ attitude t:w~rd 
10 
CI)iHpet.:.tion, and expectations are related to achievement and that course 
CO!1tent and the del ivery system of this content are probably powerful 
-·7 '" ~ .. I. preolrtnrs at success. 
Coqnitive Style is a uniquE! concept for describing an individual·s 
mods:" 0f behav·iol'· in searching for meaning within the educational insti-
tl:rticn as w~,l·fa.s his ,outside environment. It";s a way that a person 
COHk!S t.o know about his sur'roundings and how he relates to them. Edu-
(:{ttiv~a1 t:ognitive style measures the way that the person tends to seek 
ni(~2\n·ing.. Cognitive styles are influenced by the ways in \'/hich the 
indiv'idu~l derivEs meaning from symbols related to his experience and 
flo,s sur'rcundings; the influences of family, friends, and his O'lln indiv-
-idua'iity in trlese meanings; and the kind of reasoning processes used. 
The term cognit-ive styles is general and encompasses all individual 
va,l~·.('"(t;~ons in the cognit-ive functioning that do not fit in the convention-
a1 c(;teq(:ries of abilities .. Educators are accustomed to dealing "lith 
con~tructs of verbal and numerical ability, creativity, emotional matur-
·f i" i. ;'(. d P10.J>.1~ va't'· on .. ....,}:i ~~'L '''' .." l .. Unlike these constructs, the basis of cognitive 
styles has penetrated the educational scene to only a small degree. 
Until the l~st ten to fifteen years~ there was almost a total lack of 
rl~~·t:iculdt·Ic~ betttJeen the psychological study of cognition and educational 
Y~5~arch. Three major developments have occurred within the last fifteen 
ypar's to bring educ.atrjon and psychology closer together'. First, rrany 
experrimenta"l ~sycholoflists have tur"ned their attention to the study of 
cogn·it"ive pr"OC€SSE~S in ways that are directly related to educat'ional 
'iSSUES. Seconds there has been an upsurge of studies in cognitive devel-
opment as in~pirect by Jean Piaget with efforts being made to match the 
devE:~ oJ opmsnta. -l s t:'~ge of the i ndi vi dua 1 to the content and method of 
11 
instruct-ion. Third, there has been a renewal of interest in individual 
di ffer'ences. 18 
Predictions can be based on a cluster of meaningful interrelated 
characteristics as outlined by the individual's cognitive style. Each 
learner has his own individual style of learning. This utilization of 
knowledge concerning individual learning styles and application of it.to 
the development of instructional strategies, counseling technique, and 
placement procedures as well as in all other phases of education should 
be the task foY' the educator. 19 
There are a variety of appropriate methods for. determining the 
cognitive style ofa student. The mathematical method encompasses the 
:.;S€S of: 1} a performance battery or 2) a preference inventory. A 
battery of tests and self-assessment instruments are evaluated to deter-
mine the person's cognitive style of learning. The use of a single self-
assessrnent questionnaire follo\,/ed by student input for verification is 
a.nother method for mathematical mapping" Empirical mapping is accom-
plished through: 1) controlled observation or 2) an interview process 
with the student. Behaviors, skills, relationships, and sensory data 
can be derived through mapping by observation. The interview process 
involves questions and answers~ as well as useful materials, such as 
pi ctures:\ rnaai pu 1 at·j ve materi a 1 s, sorti ng i terns, etc. Mappi ng may be 
done f~rmally or informally, by counselor, instructor, or paraprofes-
S ~I onel ina structured or unstructured setti n9. Although i nsti tuti ons 
may offer advice for practical experience to another institution wishing 
to initiate cognitive style mapping, each institution must develop a 
unique program for mapping students of their program. 20 
In the preference inventory) the measurement of cognitive style ;s 
12 
accol11plished by administering a series of tests to the individual. 
Because there are r.o right or wrong answers, the tests are more properly 
t"eferred to as questionnai res which seek to el icit preferred rr.ethods of 
receiving and processing information and factors which enter into any 
person~s ability to receive and process information efficiently. The 
results of this proces"s is the creation of a cognitive style map which 
gives the per'son mapped an"insight into the conclusions to be drawn from 
his own expression of preferences. This insight may take the forn of 
advising the person as to optimal ways of seeking information. It may 
assume the form of present; ng the person wi th strategi es of cop; ng 1,.1; th 
'ways of dealing \"/ith information which ·is not available in the inci'lid-
ua'f '5 optimal learning style. As a science, it ;s still in its infancy. 
Although there is much research to be carried on, the conclusions thus 
far indicate that there is more to the theory than Mere suppositiC:l or 
f&ntasy~ 
Currently there are approximately ten to fifteen cognitive 
inventory models. Only a few of the models are operable in the te::chinj-
learning process. The focus of this research paper will be on one model 
deve10ped by Dr. Joseph Hill .. The Hill model is an edumetric devi:e 
composed of t'tlenty-eight elements that are involved in the learnin~ 
process .. 
/1.nother inventory, the Learni ng Preference Inventory ~ 'liaS cc::s ~rt.ic~ed 
in 1974 to identify preferred modes of learning by health profess~cnal 
students and practitioners. It was first used to access the learn~ng 
preferences of students in six allied health professions. Two other 
"inventories; one by Kolb) and one by Friedman and Stritter; v/ere ~Js2d 
with health professionals, also. Plovnick used Kolbts inventory to 
determ'ine the infl uence of medical students' learning styles on th2i r 
choice specialtYe His results indicated that different medical careers 
are associated with different learning styles. 21 ~Junderlich and Gyerde 
replicated Plovnick's work. Their findings suggest no association 
between learning styles and specialty choice medicine. 22 
A number of other studies have been cornpleted l correlating cogni-
tive style and leat1 ni"ng perfonnance. Rezler and Rezmovic administered 
the Learning Preference Inventory to one hundred fifty-nine alliec 
health stucfents from six curricula. They found that their in'/entc.-r'y 
13 
\-/as a useful tool whereby heal th profess ion educators caul d ; denti fy the 
learning preferences of their students. 23 According to F. Brooks 
Sanders, associated with Broome Community College, the correlatior. be-
tween cognitive style and educational technology does result in a 
match"ing of informati on process i ng styl es. 24 Stud; es done by Booze r, 25 
- 26 .~ 27 28 
Rafe 1 d and Fraas, Jonassen, and Letteri all support 1 ea rn i n~ s tyl e 
preference inventories for valuable information regarding rel~tior.ships 
between cognitive styles and learning performance. 
The model presented by Hill is generally applicable in education at 
any level and in any area. Valler states that these maps shc~ tea:hers 
qui ckly B.nd wi th reasonabl e accuracy what the; r audi ence is 1 ike, thus 
streamlining the process of selecting the teaching method most likely 
t • h h t · 1 d · 29 to worK Wlt t e par leu ar au lence. 
The -feasibility of increasing teaching effectiveness and personal-
ization of instruction utilizing educational cognitive style ;:~app~ng 
has been demonstrated in numerous projects and dissertations. Acc:rding 
to Atkins ~ in order' for cognitive style mapping procedures to be ~':'f;;-
pletely effective in any particular educational situation~ the in~~lve-
'ment and corrmi tment of both the admi ni strati on and, facul ty are 
necessary. 30 
like many other authors, Bowman, et al feels that through the use 
of cognitive style mapping educators can determine which students can 
and do 1 earn from TV ~ prograrrnned ins tructi on, group work, textbooks, 
14 
etc. The aim of the teacher is to diagnose the style of the student~ 
determine his strengths, and begin to instruct him, utilizing media 
methods, and materiaJs which will capitalize on his strengths to augment 
his weaknesses and ensure success. 31 
Utilization of cognitive style mapping at Fox Valley Technical 
Institute, Appleton, Wisconsin is a prescriptive approach to classroom 
management used on a day-to-day basis. It helps educators spot and 
avoid potential learning problems, aids in matching students to courses, 
and reduces dropouts. Two aspects of prescriptions are addressed: 32 
1) The coping aspect which helps the student to succeed 
often by changing the process to match his strengths; 
2) The developmental aspect which deals with changing the 
student in an effort to upgrade his skills. 
A paper presented at the annual meeting of the American Educational 
Research Association by Gary L. Long describes a study identifying the 
cognitive skills related to academic performance in five career areas. 
The ~tudy indicated that there are certain cognitive styles identified 
with specific careers. 33 
Accord-ing to Keyser a study was done at Mount Hood Community College 
concerning retention rates. It revealed that a treatment group with 
cognitiv~ style mapping achieved a higher retention rate from Fall term 
to Spring tenn (67 percent) than did the non-treatment group (43 percent) • 
.. 
This indicates that there is a direct correlation between cognit'ive 
15 
mapping and higher retention rates. 34 
Rose and Xenos (1975) developed· various cognitive styles required 
in different occupational areas to provide a basis for guiding students 
toward occupational areas v/hich closely match their cognitive styles. 35 
According to this study students whose cognitive styles do match with 
specific occupational, cognitive styles will: 
1 ) be more successful; 
2) be more interested; 
3) be less likely to dropout; 
4) save time and energy. 
Vo'lk was successful in developing a typical cognitive profile of 
the entering nursing student who succeeds in the two-year nursing 
program. He also presented the symbolic elements unique to the unsuc-
cessful nursing student. 36 
Because of the 1 ack of.. ava i 1 abl e 1 iterature there has apparently 
been little research done concerning the results of matching individual 
cogn-itive styles with the prescribed occupational styles in an ef~ort 
to reduce the number of early dropouts. Thera is evi de-nee ~ hov/ever, 
showing positive correlation between an individual·s cognitive style 
and the occupational cognitive style; This type of information may 
prove valuable in other areas of occupational education& 
f.onceptua .. l Fra!!,eVlork 
This study vIas done to determine if there <is a typical cognitive 
profil(~of students \A'h"ich could indicate potential success in a two 
ypar pr'ogr-'am of Rad"i 01 ogi c Techno logy & It attempted to i dent; fy the 
symbolic elements unique to the successful and the unsuccessful student. 
16 
It \'Jas also done to identify the symbols held in common by both the 
successful and unsuccessful student and the symbols that were negligible 
on the cognitive profile of both groups in this study. Through the use 
of this typical cognitive profile an attempt was made to determine which 
of these students were most likely to become successful Radiologic 
Technologists~ 
Assumptions 
Several assumptions concerning the cognitive style mapping process 
. 
",ere made. befote the study was begun. One assumption was that all 
students whose cognitive styles were used carefully' and truthfully 
answered the questions on the questionnaire~ Another assumption W3S 
that a certain degree of the successful student's cognitive style ~~y 
have been augmented through the two years because of the various deliv-
ery systems that the educators may have used to help improve the s:u-
dent's weaknesses. A third assumption made was that the person w~o 
hand-scored the profile maps had been effectively trained in the scoring 
process .. 
Definitions 
Cognitive Style - The way a person comes to know about his surround-j ngs 
and how he relates to them. 
Educational Cognitive Style 
E ' ~. 1 C "t· M ou~a lona. ogn1 lye ap 
The way a student tends to seek r;-e~::-Ing. 
- A word picture of an individual ind~c~ting 
hi s strengths and 'Ileaknesses on ho\·; he 
seeks meaning from his environment ar.d 
personal experience. This is accor~lished 
through the use of a questionnaire '.·,i:ich 
see k s to eli cit pre fer re d me th 0 d 5 C & roe c e i v ... 
;ng and processing information effi:~ently. 
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Educational Science of Cognitive Style A Cartesian product of four 
sets wh i ch are: 
1. symbols and their meanings; 
2. cultural determinants of the meaning of 
symbols; 
3. modalities of inference; 
4. biochemical and electrophysiological 
aspects of the memory function concern. 
Hill Cognitive Style Mapping Inventory - A questionnaire developed by 
Joseph Hill composed of a variety of state-
ments to which the student is asked to 
respond with "usually," "sometimes,1I or 
IIseldom.1I A careful analysis of this data 
leads to the word picture of the individual. 
Symbols and their meanings:· . 
There are two types of symbols, theoretical (e~g. words and numbers) 
and qualitative (e.g. sensory, programmatic, and codes), created and 
used by individuals to acquire knowledge and derive meaning from ~, . \..ne1 r 
environrr€nts and personal experiences •. _Theoretic symbols differ from 
qualitative symbols in tha~_t~e theoretical symbols present to the aware-
ness of the individual something different from that \"/hich the spDol s 
are. ~Jords and numbers are examples of theoretical symbols. Qua1ita-
tive symbols are those symbols which present and then represent to the 
a!lla reness of the i ndi vi dual that whi ch the symbol is. (Fee 1 i ngs , 
commitments, and values are some examples of the meanings conveyed by 




..- (!o.<)) , 
"", '.1 ' . ) \ i-.. 
n ( n \ 
~ I. l ) 
Theoretical Visual Linguistic - visual perception 
Theoreti cal Audi tory L i ngui s ti c hea ri ng V/orC5 
Theoretical Visual Quantitative - visual perception 
number 
Theoretical Auditory. Quantitative":" hearing nu~bers 
Qual itative Auditory - sound other than \*,ords 














Qualitative Savory- taste 
Qualitative Tactile - touch 
Qualitative Visual - sight other than wards 
Qualitative Proprioceptive - coordination 
Qualitative Code Empathic - empathy 
Qualitative Code Esthetic - creative 
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Qualitative Code Ethic - commitment·to set of values 
Qualitative Code Histrionic - staged behavior 
Qualitative Kinesics - body language 
Qualitative Kinesthetic - motor skills 
Qualitative Proxemics - capacity to judge soc~al 
distance 
Qualitative Synnoetics - knowledge of oneself 
Qualitative Transactional - leadership 








The third set of the Cartesian product forming the map of cog:1itive 







Magnitude (categorical reasoning) 
Difference (one to one contrast) 
Relationship (multiple input) 
Appraisal (uses all three of the above to ana:jze' 
Deductive (logical proof) 
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The cognit-i ve ~:t.Yle elements can occur in vbi ng degrees of 
strength and have been categorized as follows: 
~1ajor score falling between 27 and 40 
A major indicates that "a person prefers to us~ the characteristic 
and he/she exhibits that characteristic much of the time. A major 
should indicate a py"eferrGd style of learning. 
r,1-i nor" scoy'e fall-ing betVJeen 16 and 26 
A minor indicates that the person uses' the C:'" r'acteristic being 
described. 4HOvJ2V21", hc:/~~he pr'obably does not der< ·,c as much meaning 
through one of the lind nor ll °1 tems as he/she does th f'ough i:major ll i terns. 
Negligible score falling between 0 and 15 
A negl-igiblc ind'icates that the person derives little, if any, 
meaninq fr'om that character'istic. He/she prefers not to learn in that 
manne r. 
The Successful Stud2nt The student 'who completed the twenty-four-
month course of study and passed the national 
r'egi s try exam; nat; on. 
T h e Un .::, : i (. r' (" (' S ,C ,,"I ; 1l 'd e") n t . I -' .... "' .... 0. _) i l!. '-' \; ,~ " The student "Jho did not camp 1 ete the twen ty-
four month course of study or the student 
vvho did complete the course of study but G'1d 
not pass the,' national r'egistry examiratict(l" 
Hypothesis 
There (] re signoif"icant (IOifferences bctvJeen the cognitive 
'-r(' +} • (.) <:: U r (" ,-=" c S -f U 1 R ~1 .!~ 0.1 .: x (Ii I" C -1'- e· c h 'n r" 1 0 9 \/ S t l I c1 (~t .... 1 t, d-n d t h n lJ 1..,1", ........ "_" .• ,,' ••• \'l..l"~""~~J " J ... ) .. T A._..... '-' uns ucces~, tul 
Tcchnoloqy student. 
-
Ho 1'h;;'1'(.! (,re no siglYificant differences betv.'een the cognitive style maps 
oft h;:: ~<,: c c: p s s f u 1 R ad -i 0 log i c Tee h n 0 logy stu ch.~ n t J. n d the un s u :: c e s s f u 1 
R) rl d ,. U") '1 0 n 1" C '; r:l r' h \1 C-) -'I' 0. ny .~ :;- : . d " ... ~) t ....... i; '} I \...,. \~, I , J " ~ -->I ••• ' __ , _ • 
Limitations 
Several limitations were placed upon this study. They are: 
1) This study was limited because there were only fifty-two 
cognitive style maps available with which to do the sta-
tistical analyses.· A larger quantity of maps could change 
the results of this study. 
2) The person who hand-scored the profi1e maps was assumed to 
be effectively trained in the scoring process. 
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II. METHODS AND PROCEDURES 
Data Sources -- -..........:..-..... .....-
Fifty-t\-/O student records were reviewed to analyze data for this 
study. These records included the entering Radiologic Technology 
students in the Fall Quarters of 1977, 1978, and 1979. The students 
entering the program in 1980 and 1981 were not included because they 
have not .ye .. t campl eted thi s twenty-four month course. The speci fi c 
students. 'were not identif"ied'by name in this.study. 
Data Gathering. Instrument 
The Hill Cognitive Style Mapping Inventory was revised to So~thern 
vernacul ar by Spartanburg Techn; ca 1 Co 11 ege facul ty and s taff \~i t~i con-
sultation from Tom Volk, Oakland Community College. It has a 6.0 
reading level ~ r~quires appr'ox;mately forty-five minutes to ,admin~ster, 
and can be hand-scored. 
The ordinal data was examined through three different statistical 
analyses to determine the difference in the criteria measured. All 
twen~y-eight of the independent variable symbols on the Coqnitive Style 
Map were used. Each symbol was grouped as negligible) minor, or rajar 
by tecording the .3tudent l s individual score for that symbol .. The 
dependent 'J~lriables were identified by placing the specific studer:: ir 
one 0 f t 11 e f() 11 (j v,/i n 9 tV!O c ate go r i e s : 1 ) the sue ce s s f u 1 stu den t 
and 2) the unsuccessful student (as described on page 19). 
The first analytical technique done was a frequency distribu~isn 
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comparing the number of successful students, ranking as major) minor, 
or negligible with the number of unsuccessful students, also ranking as 
major, minor, or negligible. This was done for each of the u'/enty-
eight independent val~;ables'. Cross tabulations were then completed 
between these variables of nonparametric statistics with the results 
being determined by Pearson's Correlation Coefficient at the .05 level 
of significan'ce. The third analysis done was a t-test for each inde-
pendent variable also at the .05 level of signif;cance~ 
III. RESULTS 
In an effort to test< the hypotheses frequency distributions, 
Pearsonls Correlation Coefficient, and t-tests were completed on the 
fifty-~~o available individual maps of Radiologic Technology students. 
Profiles illustrating the strengths and weaknesses of the successful 'and 
unsuccessful student were not assembled because of the nonsupporting 
results indicated in the statistical analyses. 
A frequency distributlon was completed on ea~h of the twenty-
eight symbo1s located on each student·,s cognitive style map. The results 
of this study are shown in Tables 1 through 28. The results indicated 
that the number of successful and unsuccessful students s grouped as 
rr.ajor, minot, or negligible, were fairly' evenly distributed throu£,hout. 
rio 5; gni fi cant carrel at; on was es tab 1 i shed. For examp 1 e, of the t,'Ienty-
six successful students twenty-one ranked as major, five as minor and 
ncn2 as negligible. Of the twenty-six unsuccessful students twenty 
ranked as major, six as minor, and none as negligible. 
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF EACH SYMBOL LOCATED ON COGNITIVE STYLE MAPS 
TABLE 1 
, TABLE OF T(AL) BY s - U 
I Ft-equency 
.-
L::.erc:nt s* U* 
1 
i M .. 21 20 ; » a,,10r 
I 40~38 38.46 , 
I~in~r 5 6 
9.62 11.54 t - '-
0 0 ~egligible 
0 .. 00 0 .. 00 
j 
~ TOTAL 26 26 
I 50.00 50.00 l __ .. ~,_. 
TABLE 3 
TABLE OF T(VL) BY S - U 
t-FreqUeo~-:=~=-------' 








... '.) 4c I ... ~ '0 
t-------'-'-----'--
'INegligible 1 
J ___ .,, __ 














*5 = Successful Student 
TABLE 2 
TABLE OF T(AQ) BY S - U 
Frequency 
s* Percent u* 
Major 9 10 
17 ~ 31 19.23 
Minor 17 16 
32.69 30.77 
Negligible 0 0 
0.00 0.00 








s* u* Percent 
~1ajc r 17 19 
32.69 36.54 
Minor 9 7 
17.31 .,-, t'i 6 ' ..,;. ..... '. tJ 
Negligible 0 0 
0.00 0.00 
--
TOTAL 26 ? ... -0 
"'0 01'') :> • :..; 5').00 
*u = Unsuccessful Student 
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FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF EACH SYMBOL LOCATED O~~ COGNITI~!E STY~E ~1APS 
iABlE 5 TABLE 6 
TABLE OF Q(A} BY S* - u* TABLE OF Q(O) BY $* - U* 
~:~q~en~-




Major 23 20 Major 20 
44.23 38.46 38.46 
Minor 3 6 Minor 6 
5.77 11.54 11~64 
r Neg1i 9i ble '" ' 0 0 
I 0.00 0.00 







• t __ ----- -
TABLE 7 1.A.BLE 8 
TABLE OF Q(5) BY S* - u* TAB~E OF O(7} BY 
t·· t--.- ---J t 
I Frequency Frequenc'l 
~~cent _____ s* ____ u* j per_ce_n_t_~_' ___ s* 




















50.00 I ............. 
~* _t.* ..... .. 
I 
u* I 
~4' c; I 




.---------------_._-- .... ---'-------------'··----l 









*S = Successful Student 
:) I 
0.00 I Negligible 0 0.00 
--,-----,---,---.t 
TOTAL 26 
5" 1"'."'" \.j I '" i • '~.,l '-' 
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FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF EACH SYMBOL LOCATED ON COG~~ITIVE STYLE MAPS 
TABLE 9 
TABLE OF Q(V) BY S* -U* 
S* = Successful Student 
TABLE 11 
TABLE OF Q(CEM) BY S* -U* 
F==--::"--::': --
I Frequency 
























50.00 50.00 I __ ~. __ -.---.-,----.,-,--
S* = Successfu~ Student 
TP!BLE 10 
TABLE OF Q{P) gy S* -U* 
~ ~ 
Freque'ncy 
Percent $* l1* 
Ma.jor 12 16 
23.08 30.'77 
Minor 13 10 
25.00 19.23 
Negligible 1 0 
1.92 0.00 
f 
TOTAL 26 26 ] 50.00 50.00 
-
U* = Unsuccessful Student 
TABLE 12 
TABLE OF Q(CES) 3Y $* -U* 
1~-----------_. ____ .::1 
U* -- U ,... 1 nsuCCeSSTJj Student 
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FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF EACH SYMBOL LOCATED ON COGNITIVE STYLE ft4.APS 
TABLE 13 TABLE 14 
Tl~BLE OF Q(CET) BY S* - U'k TABLE OF Q(CH) BY S* - u* 
r;re-q~enCY ~ Frequency 
Percent $* u* Percent S* u* 
.. ---..... 
Major 25 24 Major 11 15 
48.08 46.15 21. 15 28~85 
---
M-I nor 1 2 Minor 15 10 
~ 
1.92 3.85 28.85 ':021 ! Negligible 0 0 Negligible 0 
0 .. 00 0.00 0.00 0.00 I 
TOTAL 26 26 TOTAL 26 26 
50.00 50.00 50.00 50.00 
--... - ........ ~.~-... --.-.-----.--------
TABLE 15 Tfl,BLE 16 
TABLE OF Q(CK) BY S* - u* TABLE OF Q(CKH) BY S* - U* 





























$* = Successful Student 
I T_O"l_"f.'\L _______ " 26 26 I L . 50_._0_0 __ 50 0 0j 
*U = Unsuccessful Student 
-
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FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF EACH SYMBOL LOCATED ON COGNITVE STYLE MAPS 
TABLE 17 TABLE 18 
TABLE OF Q(CP) BY S* - u* TABLE OF Q(CS) BY S* - u* 
Frequency Frequency 
Percent S* u* Percent S* u* 
Major 24 25 Major· 23 25 
46.15 48.08 44.23 48.08 
Minor " 2 1 Minot" 3 1 
3.85 1.92 5.77 1.92 
Negligible 0 0 Negligible 0 0 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
TOTAL 26 26 TOTAL 26 26 
50.00 50.00 50.00 50.00 
TABLE 19 TABLE 20 
TABLE OF Q(CT) BY S* - u* TABLE OF Q(CTM) BY S* -Uk 
.-
f ,_ •. -
Frequen,cy Frequncy 
Percent S* u* Percent S* u* 
--
Major 14 15 Major 22 21 
26.92 28.85 42.31 40.38 
--= 
Miner 12 11 M-inor 4 5 
23.08 21.15 7.69 9.62 
• TOTAL 26 26 TOTAL 26 26 
50.00 50.00 50.00 50.00 
--
S* = Successful Student u* = Unsuccessful Student 
I 
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FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF EACH SY~1BOL LOCATED ON COGNITIVE STYLE :·1APS 
TABLE 21 
TABLE OF A BY S* - u* 
~=~~-------~---------~----.--~ 
I Frequency 





1 t1ajor 16 
_~""'L"'~"~""''''''''''''''''~ ______________ -I 
I r~i (JOY' 9 11 
21 .. 15 J 17 • 31 
~---...... .. -....----~ ............. ~---------t 
! 








50.00 l_ .. _...., __ . ________________ ~ 
TABLE 23 








I r~ajor 24 








r--' .------.------~ ---, 
I N2 91 i gib"le 0 o 
0.00 I _._._, ___ ~_. 00. 
I ----~ 
I TOTAL 26 
I 50~OO I 




TABLE OF F BY S* - .D* 
Frequency 
Percent $* fJ* 
Major 15 17 
28.85 32~69 
Minor 9 9 
17.31 17.31 
Negligible 2 0 
3~85 0.00 
.-
LOTAL 26 26 
50.00 50.00 
TABLE 24 


















1'). ~ .,i.62 I 








o. OD ~ 
25 
50.00 
u* = Unsuccessful Stu~ent 
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FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF EACH SYMBOL LOCATED ON COGNITIVE STYLE r~ps 
TASLE 25 
TABLE OF 0 BY $* - U* 
t---= I Frequency 
Percent S* u* 
L ____ " ...... 
J I r~1l.jor 11 14 
21.15 26.92 ~ I 
I-~--'-~ . 
15 12 
l~l~~.~. 28.85 23.08 




) 50.00 50.00 L_. ___ --,--
TABLE 27 
TABLE OF L BY S* - u* 






I \' .. ! .:~ of ~ y. f ,\..4,ft..·· 
I 1---------'----' 














I riegligible 0 
0.00 
o 
0 .. 00 
r-'-·------·-'---~'·--------'-----t 
I ! TOT/;L 26 26 
t_, ______ , . _______ 50 ~_~o __ ~5_0 ._0_0_ 
S* :::- Successful Student 
TABLE 26 











50 .. 00 
TABLE 28 


























'1 CIi. r 





• a i 
r. Oin i '-'. ..... ' 
! ---------------,----
TOTAL 26 26 
50 1\1"'\ • Vi"; ;1"\ ()n ; ..",.0 ..... "- , 
-----.,---.,----,------" 
u* = UnsuccessfJl Student 
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Pearson's Correlation Coefficient compared each individual symbol 
with the successful and unsuccessful student at a .05 degree of signif-
icance. These results are tabulated in Table 29. The results indicate 
that there a.re correlations between only two symbols, Q(CET) and Q(CP), 
and the successful student. 
TABLE 29 
COMPARISON OF CSM SYMBOLS AND SUCCESSFUL/UNSUCCESSFUL STUDENTS 
UTILIZING PEARSON'S CORRELATION COEFFICIENT 
Variable Correlation Coefficient Level of Significance 
T(AL) o. 10097 0.4763 
T(AQ) -0.03465 0.4625 
T(VL) -0.10415 0.2091 
T(VQ) -0.17709 0.2091 
Q(A) -0.03480 0.8065 
Q(O) -0.17203 0 .. 2226 
Q(S) -0.19759 o. 1603 
O(T) 0.13258 0<-3488 
Q(V) -O~ 10753 Or.4480 
Q{P) -0.21542 0.1251 
Q{ CEt4) -0.20720 0.1405 
Q(CES) -0.21418 0.1273 
Q(CET) -0.26222 0.0504 
Q{CH) -0.22619 0.1069 
Q(CK) -0.00520 0.9708 
Q{CKH) -0.10038 O~4789 
Q(CP) -0.30390 0.0285 
Q(CS) -0.03281 0.8174 
Q(CT) -0.03475 0.8063 
Q(CTM) -0.01446 0.9190 
A 0.07329 0.6056 
F -0.05633 0.6916 
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TABLE 29 (continued) 
_· .. -."' ........................... ____ .... __ ilr...-. ..................... _____ ------------____ , __ 
\::') ~·l· .~ b' e d·..... C • 
--_ ..-' ----------,..-----~-------..--
Correlation Coefficient Level of Significance 

















"'"".......-.-... ---~ , -............... ---------"""'---- ,----.. ------~---
**Sigi~ificance at .05 level 
Finally, a t-test was done to retest each variable at the .05 
degree of significance. Tab'le 30 indicates the results of this t-test. 
The results Sha'll that there is a significant correlation bet\·~een tiiO 
s)'t'lbo1s, Q(CET) and Q(CP), and the succe_ssful student. no correlation 
\'laS found bet\~een the remaiQing twenty-s -i x symbol s and the success ful 
st.udent~ 

T~BL~ 3~! t~ d\ .I·~~ t. U \ccn lnUe j 
-.-.--.'-~--~----' . ~~~--............. -_ .............. ----___ ~_ .. _, ....... __ ~_ .... __ • __ •• _~ ___  ____ -~ ..... ....._i ... ___ .~_ _ __ ...... _ .. _L_ .. ___ .--.._" __ . 
Var~able S'*-U';k f\t ,1 Mean Std Dev St Error' T t 
----
Q(V) S 26 31lr 115 4.546 Oe8915 -0.7648 Oo4·t80· 
U 26 3241115 4.877 0.9564 -0.7648 0.4480 
Q/P\ ,\ I S 26 27.077 5.600 1.0981 -1.5599 0.125.3 
H 26 20~308 4-.67'! 0.9161 -1.5599 o. 1251 u 
Q(CEM) S 26 32r385 4.346 00852 -1.4976 0.1406 
U 26 34.077 3.783 00742 -1.4976 0.1406 
Q(CES) S 26 33.423 3.635 0.713 -1.5505 0.1273 
U 26 34t.808 2.743 0.538 -1.5505 o. 1273 
Q(CET) S 26 32&346 3.698 0.725 -1.9214 0.0504 
U 26 . 34.077 3.664 0.718 -1.9214 0.0:504 
Q(CH) S 26 25.770 ~.513 0.689 -1.6420 o. 1079 
U 26 27~846 5.409 1 .. 061 -1.6420 0.1069 
Q( CK) S 26 30.077 3.939 . 0.772 -0.0368 0 .. 9708 
U 26 30 ~ 115 3.593 0.705 -0.0368 0.9708 
Q(CKH) S 26 30.770 7.743 1.518 -0.7134 0.4796 
U 26 32.038 4.728 0.927 -·0.7134 0.4796 
Q(CP) S 26 31 .. 808 3.250 0.637 ··2.2556 0.0286 
U 26 34.000 3.742 0.734 -2.2556 0.0285 
Q(CS) S 26 33.038 4. 171 0.818 -0.2321 0.8174 
u 26 33.308 4·.193 0.822 -0.2321 0.8174· 
Q(Cr) s 26 26.962 4.331 0.349 -0.2459 0.8068 
U {~(, .) I '\G~ lJ.hHJ 0.919 -O.21J!J9 O. BO(;U c • f. 
S* = Successful Student u* = Unsuccessful Student **Significance at .05 level eN ~ 
TABLE 30 (continued) 
--,,-",--_."'------- ___ I_ ..... _1f# __ ~_~~ __ -........---.-..-.-----.----~---- ..... ---_. • ___ -__ r .... -,---~----~.......,- .. -' .. ---*--.~---- ~_ ... _.._""'"'-_c'"_ ............... .,--___ ~ ___ ... __ '_"'_"'.__ ___ . ___ ...... • ~~ ..... --.~-.~':I----.--..-. ... --.--~~-... --~ 
'I ... ~i~hi ~ 0. r . I..:.k •• e S* ... U* N tJe"'n 'f U Std Dev St Error T t 
........................ ...--~ ... ~~,... .", ...... -- _ ... ----
Q(CTM) S ?F; ~ •• J 32.731 5.590 ' 1)96 i ,,\.: -0.1022 O~9190 
U 26 32.885 5 0-6 • ( .. 0 1 ~O31 -0.1022 0.9190 
A S 26 27.269 5~532 ] ~O85 0.5196 0.6057 
U 25 26.538 4~536 Or895 0.5196 0.6056 
F S 26 28.000 5.991 1.371 -0.3990 0.6919 . 
U 26 28.654 4.578 0.898 -0.3990 0.6919 
I S 26 31 Q2~ ........ .) 4.04·9 ·0.794 1.5446 0.1293 
U 26 29t845 5ft533 1.085 1.54·46 0.1287 
M <:: 26 30.577 3.523 0.691 . 0.0989 . 0.9217 oJ 
U 26 30.462 4.794 0.940 . '0.0989 0.9216 
D S 26 27.423 4.291 0.842 -0.0329 0.9739 
U 26 27.462 4.150 0.814 -0.0329 0.9739 
R S 26 31.038 3.693 0.724 0.0345 0.9726 
U 26 31.000 4.317 0.847 0.0345 0.9726 
I S 26 31J.53B 3.1l67 0.6BO -0.3577 0;7223 I... 
U 26 34.962 4.935 0.968 -0.3577 .0.7221 
K S 26 30.7G9 4.633 0.909 O.5B31 0.5627 
II ?G :~O. 11!) 1. 3~)1 O. 6!i 7 O.5BJl O.5G2~ 
... ~ . ,.~,. ~ ....... . ............ .,. ... :,,; _ ............ '>.I' •• 1.10._ • III " •• ", ........ _iI ... ~ ... ~! JI '''', .. ~ .""; f' ..., ' ........ ___ ';' r " ~ ... ,_~ ' ••. \-\_. I.' .' .• , ....... ,.., 'I'I.~ ...... ' ',.- 'If> 'W' \,. _'P. ,..H'I'W',..' .......... ~ ..... ·--r fl. '_~r ..... , ,",. .... ........ J ... : ......... ~ flofo ' •• "i ... ,', .. • '. _ ..... ' ,'f,_U 
S* :~ Success Cu" Student tJ" '.; lIns uccess fu 'J S tuden t -In,·S i ~Jn 1 f1 canee at .05 1 eve 1 
W 
U1 
IV_ SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
As indicated in the Conceptual Framework, one of the purposes of 
this study was to develop a typical cogn'itive profile of both the 
suc:cessfu1 a.nd unsuccessful Radiologic Technology student. After 
rcvie\tr~ng the col1~cted "data and testing for corre'lations between the 
vt:\r'ious symbols and the successful and unsuccessful student, it\-,as not 
possible to develop two profiles that were Significantly different from 
on~ another. HO'r-lever, it 'lIas found that there \1ere .significant correla-
·tions between two of the twenty-eight symbols and the successful s:udent. 
These two symbols are o(eET) and Q(CP). Because of the lack of si;nif-
icant differences w-ith all symbols, no profiles were constructed through 
the use of the Cogn*i ti ve Styl e Map. 
Although no profiles "were constructed, the tvlO symbols .,·;hic:. cor-
related with the successful student can be of value to the Radiolo~ic 
Technolog.Y educator and the student. The symbol, Q(CET), relates :0 a 
person's commitment to a set of values. In all health p"rofessions it is 
ex·t'remely -important that the professional ~Jorker display good ethi:~l 
conduct~ He should display good interpersonal relationships with :he 
Pd"" tl" C\)" ,t~ t, " ,), the doctors, and his co-workers. This symbol also relat~s to 
the per'son who possesses the ability to complete a task. The stuc9nt 
w';th d major' Q(CET) most 'likely represents the student who \>/i11 cc-qlete 
the pr'ogram and become a successful heal th professional .. 
The other major symbol \vhich relates to the successful studer: is 
Q(CP). Q(CP) indicates a person's ability to accurately judge soc~}l 
distances. For example~ a Radiologic Techno"logist should be able ~:) 
relate \·;el1 with highly educated health professionals (i .e. doctors, 
nurses, etc.) as well as the lay public, and his peers. The inability 
to cope with the close patient and physician relationships was cited 
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--as ~edng one of the reasons why students fail to complete this program. 
Another object of this study was to attempt to predict the success 
of Radiologic Technology students by using a cognitive profile de',eloped, 
from the cognitive style mapping inventory. Because there were twenty-
eight independent variables and only two of these variables corre1ated 
with the successful student, it was not felt that a cognitive profile 
cou"td be established for the purpose of accepting a student into :he 
program or rejecting a student from the program. HOvJever~ these symbols 
could serve as guidelines in the selection of potentially success~ul 
Radiologic Technology students. A relevant comparison of the individual 
student map and the two symbols, o(ep) and Q(CET) should be completed. 
The pr'esence of these t'tIO symbols in a student1s profile could he1p 
indicate a successful potential. The absence of these two symbols 
t'lould indicate a need for the student to strengthen these areas. 
Because of these results the null hypothesis which stated, 
~·There al~e no significant differences between the cognitive style maps 
of the successful Radiologic Technology student and the unsuccessful 
Radiolcg;c Technology student,H must be accepted and H, is rejected. 
During the search of the literature, various authors indicated 
that it is possible to construct appropriate student profiles for success 
in spt:~ci fi C occupati ons or' carreers. Thi s study" however ~ di d not prove 
this to be true of the students surveyed with this Cognitive Style ~ap 
~in the Radiologic Technology program at this time. Certain 1imita:ions 
of this study may have proven to hinder the development of the prcfiles. 
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A later study including more students after this Cognitive Style :~apping 
program has been in use for a longer period of time ~4Y alter the results 
of this study. A careful -examination of the \·,ay in \'/hich the inventories 
. ar'e administered and seo·red could also change the results in the future.-
Perhaps the purpose of the inventory was not explained to the stucent 
prior to answering the questions. The environment in which this inven-
tory was given may have not been conducive to good concentration. 
A more appropriate inventory for health professionals may be found. 
Finally, st~essing to the students the need for careful consideration 
and truthful answering of each question may enable the constructicn 
of appropriate profiles. 
Another major factor which clearly affected the results is the 
admission process. Because of the problem of high attrition rates, 
students are carefu'11y selected for this program. Some of the recui re-
..... pr 
ments include: 750 or higher on the ACT, at least a B average in r.1gh 
school, prerequisites of chemistry and algebra. It is not until cfter 
the 5tudents have been accepted that their cognitive styles ~re ~~Jped. 
At th'is point only students with similar academic backgrounds are 
compJeting the inventory_ This probably accounts for the inventory 
s '! mi 1 ari tV. Perhaps if an effort is to be made to deve lop prof; 1 ES of 
the successful and unsuccessful student in the future, another toc1 
in conjunction with Cognitive Style ~1apping should be util izea. 
Although it was found that no statistically significcnt difference 
e}~'isted bet\'1een the successful and unsuccessful student, this cOS:j~tiv~ 
st.i'leir.ventory ~·hould be used after the acceptance of students tJ nelJ 
determine each individual student~s needs and serve a definite cCJ~se'ing 
and advising purpose. Certain weaknesses 82Y be recognized early. 
Thr"ough special attention, these weaknesses may be augmented. By using 
the inventory a closer relationship ;s possible between the instructor 
and student early in the studentts career, because of the increased 
per.sonal ization of instruction. 
The results of this research is of great value to the Radiologic 
Technology educator even though the null hypothesis was accepted. Two 
valuable symbols were identified through statistical analyses as being 
indicators of success in the Radiologic Technology program. These ~NO 
syrllbol s have always been identified as being two very important aspects 
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'of the competent health care professional. They can serve as guicel ;nes 
in the selection of potentially successful students. Therefore, cogni-
tive style mapping is a valuable guide for faculty and students use 
in the prescription for remedial, enrichment, and developmental studies 
as \',e 11 as servi ng as an effecti ve foundati on ins trument for advi sing 
and counseling. 
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